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Drawing upon her rich knowledge of Scandinavian cuisine and culture, expert chef and veteran

writer Beatrice Ojakangas presents a multitude of delicious yet remarkably simple recipes in this

cookbook classic, available in paperback for the first time. Scandinavian Feasts features the cuisine

of Denmark, Norway, Sweden, and Finland, and it includes menus made up of a bounty of

appetizers, drinks, smorgasbord, meats, fish, soups, vegetables, desserts, and breads. Easily as

engaging as the dishes themselves, each recipe comes with an introduction that explains the

cultural importance of the feast and details its seasonal significance.During the long, dark

Scandinavian winter, the meals tend to be hearty and substantial. In Sweden and western Finland, a

traditional Thursday lunch consists of pea soup and pancakes. A typical winter dinner might include

Danish crackling roast pork with sugar-browned potatoes topped off with an irresistible ice cream

cake. Christmastime gatherings, in particular, are often a chance to celebrate with a cup of hot

glogg or Swedish punch. When the winter is finally over, the seemingly endless summer days are

savored along with the fresh fruits and vegetables that are hard to find after the short growing

season. During the white nights of Sweden and Norway, it is customary to serve a midnight supper

after a concert or the theater, while a special occasion such as a baptism or anniversary might call

for a feast of dill-stuffed whole salmon followed by kransekake, a beautiful towering ring cake of

ground almonds.No matter what your level of expertise as a cook, the recipes are easy to use. The

ingredients are commonly found in most grocery stores. ScandinavianFeasts is sure to delight

enthusiasts of Scandinavian culture and lovers of fine food everywhere.
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Great Book, Good Pictures, Clear Recipes. Fast Shipping. great Purchase.

Great book

I bought it as a gift. My sister gave us a feast of wonderful food. A great time, we all want to go

there.

This book has lots of great recipes and meal ideas. I haven't used any yet, but I definitely will soon.

Nice book with many good recipes.

I received my book is the best amount of time. I enjoyed this book very very much. I plan on buying

and reading many more books. Thank you so much.

wedding gift. they like it

I have started to really appreciate Scandinavian cooking as a great culinary tradition, and this book

brings this to life in a way that few other cookbooks do, by focusing on celebratory meals. Unlike

other cookbooks, this is organized by celebration rather than by category. In other words, one gets

complete meal plans rather than the normal organization by category approach. This is then a great

resource for what one might serve for a specific occasion or seasonal festival.However, what this

book could really use is a second index organized by category. Currently it's very difficult to locate a

recipe unless you have a pretty good idea what it's called.As a whole, this is an outstanding work all

things considered. I would highly recommend it as a Scandinavian cookbook.
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